HPE Aruba Networking Integration with Forcepoint ONE

Forcepoint ONE and HPE Aruba SD-WAN form a powerful combination that secures against threats and enforces access control, all while enabling productivity. The two join together into a single Secure Access Services Edge (SASE) experience that secures and optimizes traffic destined from Aruba SD-WAN edges to SaaS applications or the web. Installation and configuration is simple.

Secure Remote Access and Simple Branch Site Operations

Forcepoint ONE SWG ensures that remote access is both secure and hassle-free, while HPE Aruba SD-WAN facilitates optimized connectivity, delivering seamless remote access to your resources, no matter where users are located. Streamline branch site management with HPE Aruba SD-WAN’s centralized control and Forcepoint ONE SWG’s advanced industry leading IPS capabilities. Eliminate complex set-up and increase efficiency.

Implement Zero-Trust Framework While Extending Security to the Cloud

Forcepoint ONE SWG Zero-Trust approach aligns seamlessly with HPE Aruba SD-WAN’s network segmentation capabilities, providing the foundation for a strong and secure Zero-Trust framework. Safeguard cloud operations with Forcepoint ONE SWG by extending security policies to the cloud. HPE Aruba SD-WAN ensures uninterrupted cloud access allowing users to securely connect to any cloud environment.

Why Forcepoint ONE SWG and HPE Aruba SD-WAN?

Efficiency, Security, Compliance, Performance.

Experience the full potential of your network with the powerful integration of Forcepoint ONE SWG and HPE Aruba SD-WAN. Increase security, streamline operations, and easily meet compliance challenges.
**HPE Aruba SD-WAN**

Aruba EdgeConnect SD-Branch is an all-in-one solution that enables organizations to seamlessly deploy networking and security capabilities in branches and simplify local operations. The solution benefits from a tight integration with other Aruba technology components such as wireless networking and switching, managed via a single console, Aruba Central. It offers advanced security features such as IDS/IPS and web content filtering and integrates with multiple leading Security Service Edge (SSE) vendors to form a best-of-breed SASE architecture.

**Forcepoint ONE**

Forcepoint ONE is the only SSE offering that combines a leading CASB in the Gartner Magic Quadrant, the world’s only on-device SWG and ZTNA to secure any interaction to private web applications. Its hyperscaler architecture boasts an industry-leading uptime of 99.99% and delivers unrivaled performance and real-time scalability to any location in the world.